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Resume
Jacques Rancière has argued that in the nineteenth century, literature 
invents an aesthetic sensorium that reconfigures the relation 
between beings and their manner of  inhabiting a space-time, such 
that any type of  being may demonstrate the capacity for any type 
of  feeling, sensation, passion, or action. Drawing upon this insight, 
my article studies the relationship between being and environment 
in the Goncourt Brothers’ Germinie Lacerteux. Germinie’s ways 
of  experiencing a space or perceiving a landscape construct an 
aesthetic, sensual pleasure, whose refined artifice sits at odds with 
her brutish station in life. My conclusion reflects upon the politics 
of  gender that may be deduced from such an aesthetic sensorium 
and the production of  space that obtains from it.
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Le problème n’est pas d’inventer l’espace, encore moins de 
le réinventer [...] mais de l’interroger, ou plus simplement 
encore, de le lire; car ce que nous appelons quotidienneté 
n’est pas évidence, mais opacité: une forme de cécité, une 
manière d’anesthésie.

     George Perec, Espèces d’espaces
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The nineteenth-century French novel registers a new, heightened 
receptivity both to the material contemporaneity of  time, as well 
as space, landscape, and surroundings. This spatiotemporal sphere 
of  the sensible marks not just the most intense instants of  a being’s 
subjection to its environment or milieu, but also the moments of  
an equally distributed aesthetic (as in sensible) pleasure or capacity, 
such that a body may feel, say, do, speak, or think in ways that could 
not logically be attributed to it. Aesthetic enjoyment or even pain 
experienced by a being not normally considered as qualified for 
such affects, sensations, or emotions  undoes the rationality of  a 
predetermined, hierarchical logic of  capacity and incapacity. As 
Jacques Rancière has argued, nineteenth-century literature invents 
an aesthetic sensorium that reconfigures the relation between 
beings and their manner of  inhabiting a space-time, such that 
any type of  being may demonstrate the capacity for any type of  
feeling, sensation, passion, or action1.  My essay draws upon this 
insight to study the manner in which the Goncourt Brothers’ 
Germinie Lacerteux expresses a more complex relationship between 
being and environment than that allowed by the naturalist thesis 
of  physiological or biological determinism. Germinie Lacerteux may 
be regarded as a forerunner of  the naturalist aesthetic that Zola 
would later articulate in novels such as Thérèse Raquin (1868), La 
fortune des Rougon (1871), and L’assommoir (1877), or theorise in the 
treatise, Le roman expérimental (1880). Germinie is certainly a creature 
conditioned by the forces of  class, social origin, milieu, and corporeal 
desires or appetites. Yet, the necessary link established between her 
material environment and her modes of  being, speaking, and doing, 
is often complicated by narrative or descriptive moments when her 
ways of  experiencing a space or perceiving a landscape construct 
an aesthetic, sensual pleasure, whose refined artifice sits at odds 
with the ‘reality’ of  her humble or brutish station in life. The maid 
who strolls through a landscape is capable of  extracting as much 
sensation or pleasure from her surroundings as a flâneur or a dandy. 
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Contemporary critics who mocked the aristocratic sensibility that 
the Goncourt Brothers lent to their fictional character unwittingly 
identified the disturbing equality and democracy expressed by an 
aesthetics of  affect wherein anybody or anyone can feel any passion 
or desire as any other. My article ends by reflecting upon the politics 
of  gender that may be deduced from such an aesthetics of  equality. 
If  a bodily experience of  space may be viewed not just as a passive 
receptivity, but as an active production, what type of  agency might 
one attribute to such a being-of-space or being-in-space? 

My exploration of  this question will be guided by Henri 
Lefebvre’s magisterial study, La production de l’espace (1974), in which 
he conceptualises space not so much as an epistemological category 
or condition, as a material experience and practice. The experience 
of  space is physical, mental, and social, but this experience is also 
a (singular or collective) production and reproduction of  social 
relations. Space is an experiential phenomenon as well as a productive 
practice. Spatial use and practice generates both the representations 
of  space and the spaces of  representations (of  bodies, their 
functions, uses, gestures, their appearances). Space for Lefebvre is 
perceived, conceptualised, and lived (35-50). It is the body – with 
its sensory and affective capacities, its gestures and speech – that 
constitutes the node of  articulation between the representation of  
space and the spaces of  representation and appearance. Through 
the body, a gestural space is linked to a mental space, entering into 
a social practice (250). The body also allows for the production of  
a “counter-space” or “counter-action” of  resistance (one might say 
of  “counter-conduct”, after Foucault) against the order of  power, 
authority, and control (440-41). It articulates points of  rupture, 
attack, and revenge [revanche] (442-43). Lefebvre comprehends a 
body’s receptivity to, experience of, and extension in space as force 
and activity:

L’organisme vivant n’a de sens et d’existence que pris avec 
ses prolongements: l’espace qu’il atteint, qu’il produit (son 
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“milieu”, terme courant qui réduit l’activité à l’insertion 
passive dans une matérialité naturelle). Tout organisme vivant 
se reflète, se réfracte, dans les modifications qu’il produit en 
son “milieu”, son “environnement”: son espace. (227)2 

In what follows, my reading of  Germinie Lacerteux will map, by way 
of  Lefebvre’s formulations of  a being-in and of-space, moments 
that disturb or disrupt the naturalist order of  spatial (and temporal) 
determinism3.                  

Germinie is first individualised through a circumlocution 
that designates her as a (stupid) beast and a possession, but which 
also emphasises her impressionability and affectivity: “Voilà ma 
bête de Germinie qui pleure”, cries her mistress, Mlle de Varendeuil 
(Germinie Lacerteux, 61). Germinie then launches into recounting her 
story, which begins with the affirmation of  an affect (her love for 
and attachment to her mother), and which consists for the most part 
of  characters, events, and occurrences that are strangely dislocated 
from any evocation of  space. If  the novel opens with a fairly 
detailed description of  an interior (Mlle de Varendeuil’s bedroom), 
this description is assumed by an anonymous, if  omniscient third 
person narrator, unfiltered by the perception of  its inhabitant. 
The first allusion to lived, perceived, or experienced space occurs 
when Germinie mentions her childhood home; a (maternal) locus 
of  tender nostalgia, but also a facade unmoored from an interior, 
devoid of  any and all descriptive detail or particularity: “Rien que 
de voir de l’entrée de notre rue, la vieille vigne à notre porte, ça me 
faisait un effet! Il me poussait des jambes…” (63-64). Germinie’s 
almost instinctive impulsion towards this empty space is then 
contrasted with her violent entry into the hostile, masculine space 
of  the Parisian café where she is forced to work: “L’enfant, sortie de 
son village et tombée là brusquement, se trouva [...] tout effarouchée 
dans cette place” (84). The staccato parataxis that signals Germinie’s 
entry into the dark enclosure that seals her subsequent fate and 
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ruin – the room in which she is raped by an older man posing as 
her protector – announces her plummet and loss across a series of  
inimical spaces for the rest of  the novel: “Elle entra, cria, tomba, 
pleura, supplia, lutta, appela désespérément [...] La maison vide 
resta sourde” (86). Later, Germinie falls into the habit of  following 
her lover Jupillon into a tawdry dancing club, La Boule-Noire, “[lieu] 
de plaisir du peuple” (123) and the site of  a malevolent, vicious, 
and debauched femininity: “Tout sautait et s’agitait. Les danseuses 
se démenaient, tortillaient, cabriolaient, animées, pataudes, et 
déchaînées sous le coup de fouet d’une joie bestiale. Et dans les 
avant-deux, l’on entendait les adresses se donner: Impasse du 
Dépotoir” (125). If  the chapter that recounts Germinie’s experience 
of  and within this space opens with an impersonal, third person 
evocation of  its function (“C’était bal à la Boule-Noire, un jeudi. On 
dansait.”) before proceeding to a detailed depiction of  its interior and 
occupants, the narrative voice quickly sheds its neutrality, inscribing 
a sensory perception  that replicates (and accounts for) Germinie’s 
impressions of  the atmosphere within, her inklings of  “une attention 
malveillante” and “une curiosité hostile” (123 and 126). “[E]lle se 
sentait enveloppée de regards de méchanceté et d’envie” (126). The 
gradual, almost imperceptible shift in the narrative point of  view, 
from an objective third person voice to the subjective perspective of  
Germinie establishes more than a sympathetic continuity between 
two seeing or perceiving instances; it communicates a sense of  space 
as a singular mode of  a physical, mental, and emotional awareness 
or affect; in other words, space as a lived experience. 

When Germinie coerces her body to perform the same 
gyrations and contortions exhibited by the other female dancers, it 
refuses, subjecting her to derision and ridicule: “Tout un mois elle 
travailla [...] pour arriver à danser. Elle répéta les figures, les pas. Elle 
força son corps, elle sua à chercher ces coups de reins, ces tours de 
jupe” (129). A little later in the narrative, the convulsive spasms of  
her body appear to rewrite, echo, and amplify the uncontrollable 
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jerks of  this failed attempt at a dance: 

Mademoiselle [Varendeuil] [...] vit, se renversant et se tordant, 
[...] ce corps furieux dont tous les membres contractés et 
ramassés un moment sur eux-mêmes se lançaient à droite, 
à gauche, au hasard, partaient avec le bruit sec de la détente 
d’un ressort [...] sur le cou, sur la poitrine que découvrait la 
robe dégrafée, passaient des mouvements ondulatoires pareils 
à des vagues levées [...] dans un frémissement de jupes. (146)

Yet, the descriptive lexicon of  this passage hints at a strangely intense 
impressionability, suggestive of  an aesthetic performance that is 
corporeal and incorporeal, somatic as well as mental or emotive: 

La tête renversée, [...] les yeux pleins d’une tendresse triste, de 
cette angoisse douce qu’ont les yeux des blessés, [...] Germinie 
portait les deux mains à sa gorge, à son cou, [...] [E]lle semblait 
vouloir arracher de là la sensation de quelque chose montant 
et descendant au dedans d’elle. [...] [D]ans son visage persistait 
cette même expression de douceur mélancolique et d’anxiété 
sentimentale qui semblait mettre une souffrance d’âme sur la 
souffrance de chair de tous ses traits. [...] [T]out parut blesser 
ses sens et les affecter douloureusement, l’éclat de la lumière, 
le bruit des voix, le parfum des choses. (146-47)

The wordless undulation of  Germinie’s body, we learn, expresses 
the force of  her grief  and pain over the death of  her child. The 
pathos of  this human expressivity of  the face and figure stands in 
stark contrast to the “joie bestiale” of  the female dancers at the 
Boule-Noire, perhaps prompting the critic Alphonse Duchesne to 
scoff  at the Goncourt Brothers’ unhappy abandonment of  the 
norms of  verisimilitude in endowing their fictional maid with 
the “délicatesses de sentiment et des raffinements de passion qui 
feraient honneur à une duchesse” (33). The extreme sensitivity of  
her body to sensory stimuli (light, voice, odour) produces a series 
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of  movements, gestures, and spasms that enact a counter-space of  
human (if  not feminine and maternal) sensibility opposed to the 
carnal, the animal, or the brutish assigned as her normal, logical lot. 
This articulacy of  the body and of  an intimate, private suffering 
takes place in the bedroom of  her mistress, when Germinie literally 
and figuratively removes herself  from the chores and duties that 
obtain from that surrounding to perform an interiority normally 
unsanctioned by that space-time of  work and labour.    

Germinie’s long, almost fantastical ambulations at night 
through the grimy streets of  Paris, as she waits for her lovers or 
follows them across their infidelities, make of  her a ‘flâneuse noire’ 
“à l’échine basse” (131), soiled and brutalised even further through 
her contact with the filthy, diseased environs she traverses4.  The 
narrative catalogues with remarkable detail the progressive 
desensitisation and dehumanisation of  Germinie as she is literally 
swamped and engulfed by a putrid urban cityscape, or even the 
confines of  a narrow landing in a smutty tenement. Extending across 
several sections, notably LI, LII, and LIV, these passages signal her 
physical decline, the deadening of  her senses, and the numbing of  
thought and feeling: an anaesthetisation in other words. They mark a 
significant departure from the manner in which Germinie occupies, 
experiences, and produces another kind of  space – the church 
and its confessional, which give free reign not just to her sensual 
or bodily desires, but to more intangible ardours and passions: 
“les enlacements secrets et délicats [de] la femme du peuple [...] les 
malaises d’âme, les mélancolies et les douleurs immatérielles”, “ces 
tourments que se crée la pensée” (90 and 92, my emphasis). Germinie 
eroticises the interior of  the church through the manner in which 
she moves over it, investing it with a mental fervor that the narrators 
designate as both a form of  sensibility and a form of  thinking5 : 

Bientôt le confessionnal fut comme un lieu de rendez-vous 
adorable et sacré pour la pensée de Germinie. [...] Les doigts 
mouillés à l’eau bénite, une génuflexion faite, elle passait [...]
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sur les dalles, avec le glissement d’une chatte qui se coule 
sur un tapis. Inclinée, presque rampante, elle avançait sans 
bruit, dans l’ombre des bas-côtés, jusqu’au confessionnal 
mystérieux et voilé qu’elle reconnaissait. (92, my emphasis) 

Similarly, during her spring promenades through the fields on the 
outskirts of  Paris (which Germinie insistently demands of  her lover 
every evening, we are told), despite the humble, common nature of  
the beings and things that form or inhabit this landscape, Germinie’s 
perceptions, gestures, and pleasures qualify her as a creature of  
leisure, a flâneuse who has the time to stoop, pick, twirl, and nibble 
a flower, yield to a reverie, and delight in the sights, sounds, and 
perfumes of  the world around her: “Germinie [...] revenait, toute 
remplie de la nuit tombante, s’abandonnant à l’incertaine vision 
des choses entrevues, [...] et contente d’être lasse, lente, fatiguée, 
défaillante à demi, et se trouvant bien” (118). The happiness and 
contentment she extracts from the modest garden and environs of  
the country dwelling where her daughter is raised and whom she 
visits each weekend, is striking not just for the refined set of  affects 
and percepts that she gleans from them (the dance of  the light on 
the skin and hair of  her daughter, the feel of  the sun, the touch 
of  her hands, the sound of  her breath), but because of  the link 
that Germinie makes between these sensations, perceptions, and 
emotions, and an experience of  art: “C’était comme une joie de feu 
du ciel et de la rivière, au milieu de laquelle Germinie tenait sa fille [...] 
comme de la chair d’ange qu’elle avait vue dans les tableaux” (142). 
During another outdoor excursion and picnic, the vulgar ugliness 
of  the Bois de Vincennes overtaken by the working poor during the 
weekend lies in manifest opposition to the reflexive interiority of  
the maidservant (203). The exteriorised sights, sounds, and smells 
of  the bodily appetites of  such leisure seekers are juxtaposed to the 
subtle inner experience, contemplation, and pleasure of  the maid, 
“cette singulière voisine qui s’amusait si en dedans” (205), who 
appears distracted (one might even say abstracted or extracted) from 
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the space-time of  her surroundings: 

Seule, Germinie restait sans parler et sans rire. [...] Abîmée en 
elle-même, on l’eût dit absente du lieu et du moment où elle 
se trouvait.
Sans savoir d’où cela venait, [elle] sentait [...] passer sur tout 
son corps quelque chose de pareil au chatouillement du duvet 
d’une pêche mûre contre la peau. (204) 

Finally, let us not forget the extraordinary scene of  the maid who 
sleep talks in her mistress’s bed, with an eloquence akin to the 
performance of  a famous theatre actress, whose artistry Germinie, 
in all plausibility, could not have witnessed:

C’était comme une langue de peuple purifiée et transfigurée 
dans la passion. Germinie accentuait les mots avec leur 
orthographe; elle les disait avec leur éloquence. Les phrases 
sortaient de sa bouche, avec leur rythme, leur déchirement, 
et leurs larmes, ainsi que de la bouche d’une comédienne 
admirable. [...] Mademoiselle restait confondue, stupéfaite, 
écoutant comme au théâtre. [...] Elle cherchait dans sa 
mémoire: un pareil jeu, de telles intonations, une voix aussi 
dramatique et aussi déchirée [...] elle ne se les rappelait que de 
Mlle Rachel. (191)

On the one hand, the passage quoted above underscores an art or 
artifice of  performance, and its capacity to move a spectator. In this 
regard, an aesthetic or sensible effect is produced by the speech and 
gestures of  a body. More significantly however, this performance 
transforms the space in which it is staged: it produces a counter-
space of  (feminine) contestation, where Germinie’s voice transcends 
its ordinary cadence, timbre, and use, taking on the accents of  
strangeness and unrecognisability (“son langage devenait aussi 
méconnaissable que sa voix [...] [i]l s’élevait au-dessus de [...] son 
ton et de ses expressions journalières” (191)) to address its rebukes 
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and admonitions to an unnamed masculine subject. The maid re-
produces her mistress’s space as a speech-act of  revenge: “Jamais 
elle [Mlle Varendeuil] n’avait entendu [...] la parole d’une femme 
avoir tant de vengeances contre un homme” (191).  If  we recall the 
opening scene of  the novel, which underscores the dominance of  
Mlle de Varendeuil’s bedroom by the portrait of  her dead father, 
Germinie’s diatribe against the absent male figure might be read as a 
counter-articulation or a counter-expression, an exteriorisation of  a 
protest that her mistress could never utter. Germinie’s insistence on 
her reverse positioning on her mistress’s bed – “Oh! Mademoiselle, 
fit Germinie, je n’étais pas où vous mettez votre tête …” (191) – 
intended to serve as a reassurance that she did not take the place of  
her mistress, literarily imprints the reversal of  her counter-sense, her 
counter-conduct.                 

Such audacious violations of  literary verisimilitude may have 
prompted the irked gibes of  the critics against this “Cléopâtre 
du ruisseau” (Duchesne), the “Messaline plébéienne” (Merlet) or 
the “Lucrèce Borgia graillonnante” (Lamartine’s niece) (29)6.  A 
critique of  the politics of  gender in Germinie Lacerteux may adopt 
a similar hermeneutics of  suspicion vis-à-vis the clumsy (if  well-
intentioned) sympathy manifested on the part of  two male authors 
towards their female personage. It is not difficult to identify 
narrative moments or passages that would confirm the ideologies 
of  class or patriarchy that subtend or contaminate the novelistic 
representation of  a female character by a male writer of  the 
nineteenth century. The Goncourt Brothers declaration that “il 
fallait être aristocrate pour écrire Germinie Lacerteux” does not seem 
to aid or abet matters (53). Yet, a certain movement of  sympathy (a 
moment of  mimetic identification) towards the two principal female 
characters of  their novel effectuates a dis-identification from these 
ideological structures. It creates the space of  an appearance of  a 
subject normally relegated to a sphere of  invisibility, inaudibility, 
or unthinkability. By introducing a momentary disorder within a 
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field of  perceptibility, by disrupting its normal, plausible, and logical 
attributions of  capacities and incapacities, it inscribes a fleeting 
moment of  equality: the equality of  any type of  being with any other. 
By linking the destinies of  the upper-class mistress and the lower-
class maid, the Goncourt brothers underscore the gender inequality 
that limits or even destroys the possibilities available to both their 
female characters. It is not by chance that Germinie’s chambre de bonne 
also has a “daguerréotype d’homme” hanging above her bed (242), 
mirroring the portrait of  the despotic and tyrannical father that 
surveilles the top of  her mistress’ bed, the father who conditions 
and regulates his daughter’s labour, sexuality, desire, and capacities. 
While it is true that the authors take care to separate the delicate 
and melancholy sensibility of  the maid from the “stoïcisme mâle 
[et] hautain”, the “rudesse masculine” and the “bonté virile” of  her 
mistress (81, 91), it is ultimately Mlle de Varendeuil’s contradictory 
mix of  femininity and masculinity, impersonality and selflessness, 
dispassion and generosity, detachment and tenderness, that seems to 
provide both the counter-example and the paradigm for the authors’ 
aesthetic sensibility. “C’était une femme impersonnelle pour ainsi 
dire à force de cœur, une femme qui ne s’appartenait point: Dieu 
ne semblait l’avoir faite que pour la donner aux autres” (80). Her 
dual political affinities would appear to reflect the contradictions 
and paradoxes of  a generation at the crossroads of  two epochs, 
classes, and values: 

Elle était tout entière formée ainsi singulièrement par 
les deux siècles où elle avait vécu, mélangée de l’un et de 
l’autre, trempée aux deux courants de l’Ancien Régime et 
de la Révolution. [...] [E]lle n’estimait plus les rois: mais elle 
détestait la canaille. Elle voulait l’égalité, et elle avait horreur 
des parvenus. Elle était républicaine et aristocrate, mêlait le 
scepticisme aux préjugés, l’horreur de 93 qu’elle avait vu aux 
vagues et généreuses idées d’humanité qui l’avaient bercées.” 
(82)
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Ultimately however, it is Mlle de Varendeuil’s estranged empathy 
towards her maid that seems to constitute the model for the writers’ 
own project in penning Germinie Lacerteux. Learning of  her maid’s 
demise, she asks in bewilderment:

Comment tout à coup est-elle [Germinie] devenue ce qui 
n’est plus bon qu’à mettre dans la terre? Mademoiselle n’osait 
y songer, et y songeait. L’inconnu de cette agonie dont elle 
ignorait tout, l’effrayait et l’attirait. L’anxieuse curiosité de sa 
tendresse allait vers les dernières heures de sa bonne, et elle 
essayait d’en soulever à tâtons le voile et l’horreur. Puis il lui 
prenait une irrésistible envie de tout savoir, d’assister, par ce 
qu’on lui dirait, à ce qu’elle n’avait pas vu. (249)

The mistress will not have full and complete access either to the 
narrative of  Germinie’s final moments, or to the story of  Germinie’s 
life. If  anything, she represents the distracted or somnolent 
reader/listener whose attention cannot be captured by her maid’s 
autobiographical recitation at the beginning of  the novel (an 
inattention which forces Germinie into silence, thereby allowing the 
third person narration to take over the task of  recounting her story)7.  
In an ironic reversal of  her initial inattentiveness, unawareness, and 
insensibility, her overstimulated sensory affectivity towards the end 
of  the novel (which arrives après-coup, after her servant’s death) 
retains a measure of  indelible corporeality for Germinie. The 
anaphora that insists upon the visible, anguished signs of  Germinie’s 
physical and mental torture and suffering – states of  being or affects 
that constitute a sum of  lived experience – imprints  a form of  
consciousness and knowledge in an admixture of  pity and terror: 
“Germinie était là, avec le bouleversement de traits d’une figure 
d’assassinée [...] Elle était là, avec cette bouche encore tordue [...]  
Elle était là, avec ses cheveux, ses cheveux terribles [...] tout debout 
sur sa tête!” (251). Ultimately, it is Mlle de Varendeuil’s attachment 
to her maid that prevents the latter from sinking into the oblivion 
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reserved for the poor (“Car les morts n’ont pas plus ici le temps que 
l’espace pour pourrir”), which preserves the material vestige of  a 
body and a soul within a bloc of  space-time, “un reste d’humanité et 
la mémoire d’un corps” (261). Her desperate search for Germinie’s 
remains in the anonymity of  the common grave, and her gesture of  
randomly locating a space between two dated crosses in order to 
kneel and pray, conserve Germinie from absolute displacement and 
excision8.  In this respect, it is the female characters who allow for 
the inscription of  the aesthetico-political right and consciousness 
that the Goncourt Brothers claim for the novel of  their time in their 
preface, captured in the substantive designation: “Humanité” (56).  

 University of  New Mexico
____
1 See his Aisthesis.
2 Lefebvre’s materialist critique of  space must be distinguished from 
Gaston Bachelard’s poetics of  space. Bachelard’s analysis of  various topoi 
of  intimacy, interiority, reverie, and immensity is the first to understand 
space as an expression of  being. Admittedly focused on positive spaces 
of  protection and tranquility – “l’espace heureux”, “des espaces aimés”, “des 
espaces louangés”, Bachelard’s phenomenological study (deliberately) brackets 
off   adverse, inimical, or combative spaces, sidestepping a politics of  
spatial experience and practice inflected by class or gender. See La poétique 
de l’espace, 17-18.             
3 Jean-Louis Cabanès has analysed the hospital and slaughterhouse as sites 
of  destiny in Germinie Lacerteux, while my reading inventories spaces that 
perform a counter-destiny.
4 Critical scholarship on the flâneur is extensive, as is feminist debate 
on the visibility and intelligibility of  a flâneuse, on the very possibility or 
existence of  a feminine version of  the flâneur. Spatial constraints render 
a detailed summary of  such scholarship impossible in the present article, 
but a particularly fine study by Deborah L. Parsons warrants mention. 
Recalibrating the terms of  a feminist enquiry into the flâneuse, Parsons 
argues for a conceptual, metaphorical understanding of  the figure rather 
than a sociological one. Reading Baudelaire’s flâneur as a constellation of  
several figures of  exclusion, displacement, and marginality (such as the 
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dandy, the artist, the rag-picker, the prostitute, and the beggar), she views 
the figure otherwise than as the emblem of  bourgeois masculinity and 
male visual omnipotence. Acute sensory receptivity and impressionability 
characterise the flâneur’s relation to the space of  the city, not spectatorial 
authority or control. This reading of  the flâneur echoes Nadine Satiat’s 
observations on the heightened sensibility or ductile sensuality that the 
Goncourt Brothers attribute to Germinie (see Satiat’s introduction to 
Germinie Lacerteux, pages 41-43). My divergence from Satiat’s nuanced 
analysis lies in the agency I ascribe to Germinie’s capacity for sensation 
or sensory absorption, which on the heels of  Lefebvre, I interpret as a 
faculty that enables the creation of  a counter-space and a counter-sense. 
Parsons and Temma Balducci demonstrate the presence of  the flâneuse 
(or at the very least, of  the female occupant of  the boulevard) in late 
nineteenth-century art and fiction, with Edouard Manet constituting an 
early exception in Balducci’s study. Catherine Nesci proves the existence of  
the flâneuse in French Romantic writing.  For my part, I wish to underscore 
the temporal proximity of  the Goncourt Brothers’ literary expression of  
this figure to Baudelaire’s formulation in his 1863 essay, “Le peintre de la 
vie moderne.” On a related note, Ross Chambers has drawn attention to 
the art of  the modern and the contemporaneous invented by Baudelaire: 
an aesthetics of   “atmospherics” that consists of  a “making sensible”; of  
articulating a “a form of  attention”  or “a becoming aware” that functions 
as an “antianaesthetics” (An Atmospherics of  the City, 1-3). My understanding 
of  the flâneur/flâneuse remains indebted to Deleuze and Guattari’s concept 
of  the “aesthetic figure”; as a “being of  sensation” of  art, a virtual persona 
who crystallises and expresses the blocs or assemblages of  affects and 
percepts composed by art. See What is Philosophy, 175-77.                 
5 A sensibility which incidentally, her mistress does not possess: “Germinie 
la trouvait insensible”, we are told (92).
6  These references to the novel’s critical reception are derived from Nadine 
Satiat’s excellent introduction to the novel in the edition she also established 
and annotated.
7  We read on page 84: “Dans sa rêverie, Mlle de Varendeuil avait fermé les 
yeux. La parole de la bonne s’arrêta, et le reste de sa vie, qui était sur ses 
lèvres ce soir-là, rentra dans son cœur. La fin de son histoire était ceci.”  
8 For more on the relation between maids and homelessness in nineteenth-
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century French fiction, see Martine Gantrel’s  essay in Home and its 
Dislocations, 247-63. 
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